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Shock! Horror! Scandal! Microsoft COPIES! @ The

Paepae

O hardy-har-har-har. Here’s a turn up for the books (NOT!)… via

Danny Sullivan at Search Engine Land

Google: Bing Is Cheating, Copying Our Search Results

Here’s the slightly novel bit:

Bing Admits Using Customer Search Data, Says Google Pulled ‘Spy-

Novelesque Stunt’

The details of the sting, which Danny Sullivan lays out, are interesting.

Google artificially assigned nonsense words to unrelated search results

then, searched for the ‘fake’ results (on Google) using Internet Explorer

repeatedly.  What d’y'know? It wasn’t long before Microsoft Bing made

the same nonsensical link! Several times. Oops.

An example. (Click to see more at SearchEngineLand.com)

But, for the p-p-p-paranoid, THIS is the bit that gets creepy …

Google thought Microsoft’s Internet Explorer browser

http://searchengineland.com/google-bing-is-cheating-copying-our-search-results-62914
http://searchengineland.com/bing-admits-using-customer-search-data-says-google-pulled-spy-novelesque-stunt-63162
http://searchengineland.com/google-bing-is-cheating-copying-our-search-results-62914
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was part of the equation. Somehow, IE users might

have been sending back data of what they were

doing on Google to Bing. In particular, Google told

me it suspected either the Suggested Sites feature in IE or

the Bing toolbar might be doing this.

…Do Internet Explorer users know that they might be

helping Bing in the way Google alleges? Technically, yes

— as best I can tell. Explicitly, absolutely not.

Internet Explorer makes clear (to those who bother to

read its privacy policy) that by default, it’s going to

capture some of your browsing data, unless you switch

certain features off. It may also gather more data if you

enable some features.

Yechh!

Check Google dashboard out some time — but at least you can! (click)

All I can say is, if I was a Microsoft Internet Explorer user (shudder) I

would have turned that setting OFF. Unlike some people, I don’t even

stay logged into Google or iGoogle or Gmail … nor do I value their offer

to record my web history. (In fact, drop over to google.com/dashboard

some time and take a wee looksie at what they already know about

YOU.)

Zing! Well, it's undeniable,

isn't it?

Apple famously ran a poster

campaign poking fun at

Microsoft’s legendary, um,…

lack of innovation with a

https://www.google.com/dashboard
https://www.google.com/dashboard
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READABILITY — An Arc90 Laboratory Experiment 

slogan directed to Microsoft’s

Redmond, Washington base:

Redmond, start your

photocopiers.

That was Mac OS 10.4 Tiger.

We’re currently at 10.6.6 Snow Leopard. Sigh. Don’t mention the

iPhone and the iPad. (Oops.)

More cheap laughs from the same campaign here at Gizmodo.

Looks to me like Microsoft Bing is just doing business-as-usual.

How do you see it? (Craig: I already told you I was a one-eyed Apple

fanboy, but seriously… what?)

Now, if both search engines can just put some energy into ridding the

internet of spam pages and low-quality content MFA (rubbish) sites

dressed up as ‘internet goldmines’ … please.
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